Abstract: Most source code plagiarism detection tools only rely on source code similarity to indicate plagiarism. This can be an issue since not all source code pairs with high similarity are plagiarism. Moreover, the culprits (i.e., the ones who plagiarise) cannot be differentiated from the victims even though they need to be educated further on different ways. This paper proposes a mechanism to generate hints for investigating source code plagiarism and identifying the culprits on in-class individual programming assessment. The hints are collected from the culprits’ copying behaviour during the assessment. According to our evaluation, the hints from source code creation process and seating position are 76.88% and at least 80.87% accurate for indicating plagiarism. Further, the hints from source code creation process can be helpful for indicating the culprits as the culprits’ codes have at least one of our predefined conditions for the copying behaviour.
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1. Introduction

Plagiarism occurs when a piece of work is reused with an inadequate acknowledgement toward the original author(s) [1]. It is an emerging issue in academia. To illustrate this, according to an article from The Guardian [2], the number of UK students who cheat in academia is increased by 40% in three year span; where more than half of them are related to plagiarism.

The issue becomes more complex in computing education as the assessments cover source code (i.e., electronic text created for programming) in addition to human-language text [3]. Source code plagiarism is similar to the human-language text plagiarism—which is commonly covered by Turnitin [4]—except that its domain is focused on the source code [5].

Several automated tools have been developed to detect source code plagiarism [6]. However, most of them only enlist plagiarism-suspected cases based on the similarity degree without providing any hints about which cases should be investigated further and who is the real culprit for each plagiarism case. It may consume a lot of examiner’s time and effort since high similarity does not always entail plagiarism [7]. Moreover, the culprits should be differentiated from the victims since they need to be educated in a different way. The former should be taught about academic integrity while the latter should be taught to prevent their work being plagiarised.

In this paper, a mechanism for generating those hints on in-class individual programming assessment is proposed. It relies on the culprits’ copying behaviour; where the copied source codes can have some modifications if the culprits plan to obfuscate their illegal act. Cases which should be investigated further can be filtered with the help of source code creation process and seating position.
Further, the culprits can be differentiated from the victims based on their unique code creation process (such as waiting their victim to write several source code fragments first).

2. Related Works

Source code plagiarism is an act of reusing a particular code without acknowledging the original author(s) properly [5]. In computing education, this issue becomes more prevalent as the number of weekly-submitted source codes is considerably high and these codes should be compared to each other per assessment. Several detection techniques have been developed to face the issue. Based on how they detect similarity (i.e., a proof for plagiarism), these techniques can be classified into threefold: attribute-based, structure-based, and hybrid technique [8].

Attribute-based technique determines similarity based on source code attributes. The attributes can be either source code characteristics or token fragments. Source code characteristics (such as the number of operands) can be compared based on their occurrence frequencies. Works in [9,10] consider two source codes as similar to each other when these codes’ characteristics share the same occurrence frequencies. Source code token fragments can be compared by adopting techniques from other domains. Works in [11–13], for instances, rely on Information Retrieval techniques such as Latent Semantic Indexing [14]. Other examples are works in [15,16] that rely on a clustering technique (where the fragments act as vectors) and a work in [17] that relies on a technique from Information Theory.

Structure-based technique determines similarity based on source code structures. It commonly takes more processing time than the attribute-based technique [6]. However, its result is more aligned to human perspective [18]. Four structures can be used in this technique: source code token sequence, abstract syntax tree, program dependency graph, and low-level token sequence. Source code token sequence [19–21] is a sequence of meaningful “words” from source code; it is usually extracted with the help of a programming language parser. Abstract syntax tree [22] is a tree where the nodes are formed from tokens and the edges are formed from programming language grammar. Program dependency graph [23] is a graph connecting several instructions based on their execution dependencies. Low-level token sequence [8,24,25] is similar to source code token sequence except that it is extracted from executable files resulted from compiling the source codes; these files are typically more concise than the source codes.

The similarity of source code or low-level token sequences can be compared using string matching algorithms—such as Running-Karp-Rabin Greedy-String-Tiling [26] or Local Alignment [27]—that have been tuned to deal with token sequences. The similarity of other structures can be compared using domain-specific algorithms (e.g., tree kernel algorithm [28] or graph isomorphism algorithm [29]).

Hybrid technique determines similarity based on both source code characteristics and structures. In other words, it combines attribute-based with structure-based technique. This technique can be classified further to two sub-techniques. Efficiency-oriented hybrid technique assumes that attribute-based technique is more time efficient than the structure-based one [30] even though its result is less effective [6]. It is implemented as a two-layer detection technique where attribute-based technique acts as the initial filter for the input of structure-based technique [6,30]. Efficiency-oriented hybrid technique assumes that both techniques have their own benefits in terms of effectiveness. A work in [31], for instance, shows the results of both techniques at once. Works in [32,33] use the output of structure-based technique as an input (or attribute) for attribute-based technique.

Some of the aforementioned techniques have been applied as automated tools [20,34]. Four examples of them are JPlag, MOSS, Sherlock in [35], and Sherlock in [36]. JPlag [19] is an online tool which focuses on five programming languages (Java, C#, C, C++, and Scheme). It relies on structure-based technique with Greedy-String-Tiling [26] as its baseline similarity algorithm. MOSS (Measure of Software Similarity) [37] is, at some extent, similar to JPlag except that it covers more programming languages and utilises Winnowing algorithm [38] as its similarity measurement. Sherlock in [35] determines the similarity based on source code fingerprints, which are resulted from a hash function. It is different with Sherlock in [36] that compares the codes in threefold,
starting from comparing their original forms, original forms without comments and whitespaces, and token sequences.

Most existing detection techniques suspect plagiarism only based on source code similarity. It may leave a lot of works for examiners; they should investigate many code pairs and determine which pairs are considered as plagiarism. As a result, a work in [39] considers saving timestamps and authentication ID for reducing the number of investigated code pairs. Only code pairs which share a high similarity degree and contain suspicious timestamp & ID pattern are investigated.

3. Methodology

This paper proposes a mechanism to generate hints for investigating source code plagiarism and the culprits from the copying behaviour on in-class individual programming assessment. Copying behaviour refers to an act of replicating other students’ work with or without modification (or plagiarism in short). Programming assessment refers to an assessment which solution should be written in the form of source code. In-class individual assessment refers to an assessment given in a physical class room, that should be completed at that time individually. Commonly, the students are seated adjacent to each other due to the room’s space limitation. Further, to mitigate the chance for cheating, at least one examiner is allocated in the room to watch over the students’ behaviour.

On in-class individual programming assessment, a plagiarist (or culprit) can only copy the works of adjacently-seated students. The works of non-adjacently-seated students are out of consideration since they are not easily accessible to the plagiarist and, when the plagiarist insists to do that, the examiner may notice their copying behaviour. Given this condition, the number of source code pairs that should be investigated further can be reduced; only code pairs which authors are adjacently-seated are suggested. In addition, by utilising source code creation process, more code pairs can be excluded from investigation; only code pairs which creation processes contain a copying behaviour are suggested. The source code creation process can also be used to determine who is the plagiarist for each plagiarism-suspected code pair; the plagiarists commonly have several unique code creation patterns.

Source code creation process is recorded by capturing source code contents periodically while the solution is being written. These contents will be submitted at the end of the assessment, along with the solution, and observed by the examiner. It is important to note that this recording mechanism may lead to ethical concern on some regions. In that case, the examiner is advised to collect students’ consent at the beginning of the course.

When compared with [39], our proposed mechanism is specifically tailored for in-class individual programming assessment. With more specific context in mind, our mechanism can generate more hints for investigating source code plagiarism and the plagiarists. Another difference is that our mechanism focuses on source code contents instead of saving timestamps and authentication ID. We believe these contents can provide more hints.

Our proposed mechanism works under two modules: student and examiner module. Student module is a plug-in pre-installed on the student’s programming workspace. It captures source code contents periodically during creation process (for convenient referencing, these contents are referred as source code snapshots in the rest of this paper), and embeds them on the assessment solution’s project along with a seating position ID. Examiner module suggest source code pairs that should be investigated further, including the potential plagiarists, based on hints obtained from the copying behaviour on in-class programming assessment. Figure 1 shows an example of how both modules interact. An examiner module takes source code projects collected from several student modules as its primary inputs.
Figure 1. The interaction between three student modules and an examiner module. The student modules are installed on the students' programming workspaces (PC-01 to PC-03) while the examiner module collects all source code projects (with their respective source code snapshots and seating position ID) from them.

3.1. Student Module

Student module works as depicted on Figure 2. Two inputs are required in this module: a capturing period (a duration in seconds indicating how frequent the module will capture source code snapshots) and a seating position ID. Both of them are set on the student module before installed on the programming workspace. This module (as a background process) starts capturing source code snapshots periodically once the programming workspace is opened. For memory space efficiency, each of the snapshots will be compressed using Huffman coding algorithm [40] and therefore stored as a file under the project along with its respective timestamp. Upon closing the workspace, the module will merge all snapshots to a single archive for portability purpose; a large number of snapshots will slow down the transfer process between the student and examiner module.

Figure 2. How student module works as a background process on the programming workspace. Source code snapshots are periodically captured while the workspace is opened. Once the workspace is closed, these snapshots will be merged as an archive.

It is important to note that the source code snapshots are not compressed at once upon closing the workspace to avoid submission delay. The number of snapshots may be high for some assessments (especially those with a long completion time), resulting a considerable amount of time when compressed at once.
3.2. Examiner Module

Figure 3 shows that examiner module works in fourfold with source code projects, a task name, and a seating map as its inputs. At first, the projects’ source codes which correspond to a particular task are selected, with an assumption that these codes share the same file name as the task name. It is true that the assumption is susceptible to incorrectly written file name. However, the occurrence of such misnaming issue can be mitigated by applying a strict penalty (e.g., failing to write the correct file name leads to no grading).

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.** How examiner module works. Four phases are required, starting from filtering the projects’ source codes which correspond to a particular assessment task to suggesting the plagiarists.

Secondly, for each assessment task, source codes which authors are adjacently seated (either horizontally, vertically, or diagonally) are compared to each other. The adjacency is defined based on a seating map containing all seating position IDs. With adjacency-based comparison in mind, the number of investigated code pairs can be reduced. To illustrate this, if a map with twenty-five seating positions arranged as a 5 × 5 matrix is used, the adjacency-based comparison will only consider 72 code pairs while the naive one (which compares all codes with each other) considers 300 code pairs.

The similarity degree for each code pair is calculated in two phases. It begins by converting the codes to token sequences (where comment and whitespace tokens are removed) with the help of ANTLR [41]. Those sequences are therefore compared using Running-Karp-Rabin Greedy-String-Tiling algorithm (RKRGST) [26] (with 2 as its minimum matching length), and normalised using either average or maximum normalisation [6,19]. Average normalisation is calculated based on (1) where $A$ & $B$ are the token sequences and $\text{match}(A,B)$ is the number of matched tokens. Maximum normalisation is calculated based on (2) with similar terminologies as the average one. When compared to each other, average normalisation is sensitive to any changes while maximum normalisation is only sensitive to the shorter sequence.

\[
\text{average}_\text{norm}(A,B) = \frac{2 \times \text{match}(A,B)}{|A| + |B|} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{maximum}_\text{norm}(A,B) = \frac{\text{match}(A,B)}{\min(|A|,|B|)} \quad (2)
\]

RKRGST is selected as our similarity algorithm since it has been frequently used in source code plagiarism detection [6]. In fact, it can be replaced with any algorithms that measure the similarity degree between two source code token sequences.
Thirdly, source code pairs which creation processes contain a copying behaviour are indicated and suggested. A copying behaviour occurs when a pair’s codes share many similar snapshots at some periods of time; where the snapshots only differ in terms of capturing timestamp. The confidence degree for the occurrence of copying behaviour is measured in twofold. At first, for each source code, its snapshots are converted to a snapshot sequence. Snapshot sequence refers to an integer sequence which length is the number of the source code snapshots and each element is assigned with a snapshot’s token size that has been divided by 10. Afterwards, the confidence degree between those two snapshot sequences are compared using RKRGST with 2 as its minimum matching length and maximum normalisation as its normalisation technique. All code pairs which confidence degree is higher than 50% are suggested for further investigation.

Figure 4 depicts an example of how the confidence degree is measured. It is worth to note that the division of token size with 10 and the use of maximum normalisation (instead of average normalisation) are implemented to loosen up the matching condition; some differences should be spared as some plagiarists are not able to copy the whole original code at once during in-class individual programming assessment.

Fourthly, the plagiarist of each code pair is then indicated and suggested based on their copying behaviour. The plagiarist’ source code snapshots are assumed to meet at least one of three conditions toward the victim’ snapshots. These conditions are: sharing many snapshots, deleting before sharing similar snapshots, and waiting before sharing similar snapshots.

Sharing many snapshots occurs when the plagiarist continuously replicates their victim’s work. When represented as a line chart, an example of this case can be seen on Figure 5. The orange line can be used as a hint claiming that the line’s owner is the plagiarist. Most of the timestamps occur later than the red line’s even though both lines share similar pattern. It is important to note that time difference between those lines may vary.
Figure 5. A line chart representing an example of sharing many snapshots; the lines refer to snapshot sequences for both source codes, horizontal axis refers to the timestamps, and vertical axis refers to the token size. The orange one can be suspected as the plagiarist since most of the snapshots occur later than the first one’s while both lines share a similar pattern.

Deleting before sharing similar snapshots occurs when the plagiarist has failed to solve the task by themselves and then replaces their code with the victim’s. Figure 6 shows an example of it, represented as a line chart. The plagiarist can be indicated as the orange line’s owner; the line’s pattern is similar to the red line’s while having several steep reductions (see circled areas) as a result of deleting their code and replace it with their victim’s.

Figure 6. A line chart representing an example of deleting before sharing snapshots; the lines refer to snapshot sequences for both source codes, horizontal axis refers to the timestamps, and vertical axis refers to the token size. Orange line’s owner is suspected as the plagiarist since the line has several steep reductions (see circled areas) while sharing a similar pattern with the red one.

Waiting before sharing similar snapshots occurs under the same condition as sharing many snapshots except that, in this case, the plagiarist intentionally waits till the victim’s code has been
updated a lot prior plagiarising. As seen in Figure 7, orange line’s owner is suspected as the plagiarist since the line has several stagnant patterns (see circled areas) as a result of waiting while sharing similar pattern with the red line.

![Figure 7](image)

**Figure 7.** A line chart representing an example of waiting before sharing snapshots; the lines refer to snapshot sequences for both source codes, horizontal axis refers to the timestamps, and vertical axis refers to the token size. Each circled area depicts a condition where the suspected plagiarist (whose line is orange-colored) waits till their victim (whose line is red-colored) has significantly updated their code.

4. The Proposed Tool

The mechanism for providing hints to investigate source code plagiarism and the plagiarists is implemented on a source code plagiarism detection tool called IC-Plag (In-Class source code Plagiarism detection) This tool’s name can be pronounced similar to “I See Plag”, which corresponds to its aim to see any plagiarism cases. IC-Plag is designed for Java programming assessments and Eclipse programming workspace ([https://www.eclipse.org/](https://www.eclipse.org/)). The student module acts as an Eclipse plugin while the examiner module acts as a standalone desktop application. Both modules are connected through NetSupport class room management tool ([https://www.netsupportsoftware.com/complete-classroom-management/](https://www.netsupportsoftware.com/complete-classroom-management/)). With NetSupport, each collected source code project will be automatically labeled with a seating position ID, stored as the NetSupport-generated directory’s name.

4.1. Student Module

Considering seating position ID is handled by NetSupport, capturing period is the only thing that need to be set on the student module. It is set statically on the module’s development codes.

Each source code snapshot is stored as a text file with “.dat” as its file extension; default source code file extension is avoided to make the file inaccessible from many applications. The file is then named based on its capturing time (DD-MM-YYYY HH:MM:SS) and stored under a directory named “data”. Upon closing the workspace, all snapshot files will be archived as a Java archive (JAR) file.

4.2. Examiner Module

Figure 8 shows IC-Plag’s examiner module. The inputs can be given on the left panel while the outputs are shown on the right panel.
Figure 8. The layout of IC-Plag’s examiner module. All inputs are given on the left panel while the outputs can be seen on the right one.

Four inputs are required in this module: a project root directory path, a task (file) name, a seating position map, and a normalisation technique. The project root directory is a directory containing all source code projects collected through NetSupport. Each project is located under a NetSupport-generated directory, named with a seating position ID. Figure 9 shows a sample of the structure.

Figure 9. An example of the directory structure generated by NetSupport. Each project is located under a directory named with a seating position ID.
As seen on Figure 10, seating position map is represented as a Comma Separated Value (CSV) where each working space is labeled with a NetSupport-defined ID, and each empty space is labeled with “PC-00”. Since some assessments are usually given on the same classroom for the whole semester, IC-Plag stores all previously-inputted maps, which can be reused directly through a combobox provided on the input panel (see Figure 8). If the examiner wants to manage these maps, they can access “manage seating maps” button located at the bottom of the input panel. It will show a panel displaying all previously-inputted maps where the examiner can manage them (as seen in Figure 11).

Two options are available for normalisation technique: maximum and average normalisation. Maximum normalisation can be used when most plagiarised codes are the subset of their original (or vice versa). Average normalisation can be used when each modification should affect the resulted similarity degree.

As seen on Figure 8, the output is displayed in a layout similar to the selected seating position map. Comparison buttons are placed between adjacent positions; these buttons will be bordered with a red line if their involved codes are indicated to have a copying behaviour.

For each adjacent code pair, a suggestion about the plagiarist can be accessed by clicking the comparison button. It will display a line graph (see Figure 12) where the lines refer to the codes’ snapshot sequences. If two snapshots are required to be investigated further, their points on the graph can be selected and “compare selected snapshots” button can be pressed. It will display those snapshots with TortoiseSVN (https://tortoisesvn.net/), a tool for comparing two versions of a text file. In our context, those two versions correspond to two snapshots.
Figure 12. The layout for displaying a line graph comparing two source code snapshot sequences. The graph is displayed in a similar manner as proposed in methodology. Two highlighted red points refer to selected snapshots for further investigation.

At the bottom of IC-Plag’s layout (see Figure 8), a textarea is provided to display any information related to IC-Plag’s current process. For example, it can enlist several error messages when the inputs are not properly given.

For examiners who are new to IC-Plag, they can learn how the tool works with a tutorial. The tutorial can be accessed by clicking “Tutorial” button at the top-right of IC-Plag (see Figure 8). It is represented as a pop-up panel explaining each process in a more elaborate way.

Two important remarks about IC-Plag should be considered. First, since students’ source code projects are mapped to a seating position map, observing the hints may become more demanding as more students’ projects and seating positions are involved. Hence, IC-Plag is recommended to be used when the number of students’ projects and seating positions are limited. From our experience, up to 40 projects or seating positions are acceptable. Second, suggesting the plagiarists may take a considerable amount of time when the number of snapshots is considerably high. Therefore, the duration for capturing the snapshots should not be set too low. From our experience, three or five seconds is acceptable.

5. Evaluation

Our proposed mechanism was primarily evaluated toward two aspects: the accuracy of source code creation process & seating position to indicate plagiarism-suspected source code pairs, and the accuracy of source code creation process to indicate the potential plagiarists.

In addition to those, four supplementary aspects were also considered: the reduced number of code pairs for adjacency-based comparison, the effectiveness of Huffman coding algorithm to compress source code snapshots, the applicability of IC-Plag, and the performance comparison between the plagiarists & the victims.
Evaluating the accuracy of seating position to indicate plagiarism-suspected source code pairs requires some findings from evaluating the reduced number of code pairs for adjacency-based comparison. Consequently, the latter evaluation will be discussed first.

5.1. Data Collection Scenario

In order to evaluate the aforementioned aspects, two scenarios were performed. The first scenario collected seating position maps from real class rooms. These maps were then used to evaluate the accuracy of seating position for indicating plagiarism-suspected source code pairs and the reduced number of code pairs for adjacency-based comparison. The scenario was conducted by mapping all class rooms (i.e., computer laboratories) in our faculty. In total, there were twelve class rooms with 28 to 41 seating positions each.

The second scenario involved sixteen participants: eight examiners (i.e., teaching assistants), four fast-paced students, and four slow-paced students. It collected source code projects (with their snapshots) and questionnaire survey results for evaluating remaining aspects. Despite their small number, the participants can generate 64 source codes, 480 code pairs (with naive comparison) and about 57,600 source code snapshots per hour (if the capturing period is one second). We would argue those numbers are sufficient for evaluation. It is important to note that both fast- and slow-paced students are involved so that our results may depict the real condition of in-class individual programming assessment.

The second scenario was conducted by following a diagram displayed on Figure 13. At first, two programming assessments were made by the first author of this paper. These assessments are related to Introductory Programming materials where each of them contains one easy task and one challenging task.

Secondly, each examiner was paired with one student (either fast- or slow-paced one). The examiners would act as the victims while the students would act as the plagiarists. These participants were then instructed to sit under a predefined seating position map (see Figure 14).

Thirdly, the participants were asked to complete the 1st assessment in 30 min. On completing that assessment, they should use Eclipse (where our student module—with one second as its capturing period—has been installed). Further, they were instructed to act like they are completing a real in-class individual programming assessment to get realistic source code snapshots; the plagiarists should...
plagiarise secretly while the victims should try to protect their codes from plagiarism if the plagiarists act suspiciously. To assure the plagiarists would plagiarise, they were not given any information related to the assessment’s tasks; they could only complete their assessment by plagiarising their victim’s work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T1</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>S3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>S4</td>
<td>T5</td>
<td>S5</td>
<td>T6</td>
<td>S6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T7</td>
<td>S7</td>
<td>T8</td>
<td>S8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 14. Participants’ seating position map. Each examiner (either T1–T8) sits right beside one student (either S1–S8).

Fourthly, these participants were then asked to complete the 2nd programming assessment. It works in similar manner as the 1st assessment except that their roles are swapped. The examiners would act as the plagiarists while the students would act as the victims. This phase assures that each participant (either an examiner or a student) experiences two different roles in our evaluation.

Fifthly, the participants were instructed to complete a questionnaire containing twelve questions. The questionnaire collected the participants’ perspectives toward IC-Plag. In addition, it also collected their perspectives about what kinds of attempts they know for either plagiarising their friend’s code or protecting their code from plagiarism on an in-class individual programming assessment.

5.2. The Reduced Number of Code Pairs for Adjacency-Based Comparison

Adjacency-based comparison aims to reduce the number of code pairs. This subsection evaluates such impact using twelve seating position maps from our evaluation data. The reduction is resulted from $1 - \frac{AC}{NC}$, where $AC$ is the number of code pairs for adjacency-based comparison and $NC$ is the number of code pairs for naive comparison (that compares all codes with each other).

As seen on Table 1 (where $N$ refers to the number of seating positions), three findings can be deducted. First, adjacency-based comparison considers fewer code pairs than naive comparison. In average, it eliminates about 80.87% code pairs. Second, the number of code pairs for adjacency-based comparison varies based on given seating position map; C10 and C12, for example, yield different numbers of code pairs since several positions on C12 have fewer neighbours. Third, the number of code pairs for naive comparison can be calculated as $\frac{N(N-1)}{2}$ since it is defined from $1 + 2 + 3 + 4 \ldots + (N - 1)$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class ID</th>
<th>$N$</th>
<th>$NC$</th>
<th>$AC$</th>
<th>Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C01</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>81.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C02</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>81.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C03</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>81.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C04</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C05</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C06</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>79.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C07</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>81.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C08</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>85.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C09</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>84.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>81.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>74.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C12</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>82.06%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3. The Accuracy of Source Code Creation Process & Seating Position to Indicate Plagiarism-Suspected Source Code Pairs

The accuracy of source code creation process (which captures the plagiarist’ copying behaviour from source code snapshot sequences) is defined as the proportion between the number of correctly-indicated code pairs and total code pairs when adjacency-based comparison is used. According to the seating position map given in Figure 14, there are 160 code pairs in total since there are four tasks taken from two assessments and each task results in 40 code pairs.

Figure 15 depicts that the source code creation process is 70% to 80% accurate for indicating plagiarism-suspected source code pairs. In average, it leads to 76.88% accuracy, which is a considerably high accuracy.

![Figure 15. The accuracy of source code creation process to indicate plagiarism-suspected code pairs.](image)

Vertical axis refers to the accuracy while horizontal axis refers to the assessment tasks. Each task is labeled as “Task X-Y” where X refers to an assessment ID and Y refers to a task type (E for easy and C for challenging).

Since the plagiarists and the victims are assumed to be adjacently seated on in-class assessment, the minimum accuracy of seating position can be defined as the reduced proportion of code pairs for adjacency-based comparison; all code pairs which authors are not adjacently-seated are considered as false results. The proportion is calculated as $1 - \frac{AC}{NC}$ where $AC$ and $NC$ are the number of code pairs for adjacency-based and naive comparison respectively. For our evaluation data, the maps from real class rooms are considered.

As seen in Figure 16, the minimum accuracy varies among class rooms. Further observation shows that such accuracy is affected by how the students are seated. In average, seating position can be used to indicate suspected code pairs with at least 80.87% accuracy.

![Figure 16. The minimum accuracy of seating position to indicate plagiarism-suspected code pairs per class room.](image)

Vertical axis refers to the accuracy while horizontal axis refers to the class rooms.
5.4. The Accuracy of Source Code Creation Process to Indicate the Potential Plagiarists

From our evaluation data, for each plagiarist-victim pair per assessment task, the plagiarist' snapshot sequence (which was recorded from the source code creation process) was observed by the second author of this paper. He checked whether at least one of the three copying behaviour' conditions (sharing many snapshots, deleting before sharing similar snapshots, and waiting before sharing similar snapshots) occurs. In total, there are thirty-two observed source code pairs since each task contributes eight pairs.

As seen in Figure 17, sharing many snapshots (condition-1) occurs more frequently than other conditions. This finding is natural since some plagiarists want to get the highest possible score by keeping their code updated with the latest version of their victim’s. Deleting and waiting before sharing similar snapshots (condition-2 and condition-3) occur in a less frequent way.

All code pairs have at least one of the conditions. Eighteen of them have two conditions and eight of them have all conditions. Hence, it can be stated that the source code creation process is considerably accurate for indicating the potential plagiarists; our predefined copying conditions do occur on the plagiarists’ snapshot sequences.

![The Occurrence Frequencies of Copying Conditions per Task](image)

Figure 17. The occurrence frequencies of copying conditions. Vertical axis refers to the normalised frequency (in percentage) while horizontal axis refers to the copying conditions per task. Condition-1 is sharing many snapshots; condition-2 is deleting before sharing similar snapshots; and condition-3 is waiting before sharing similar snapshots. Each task is labeled as “Task X-Y” where X refers to an assessment ID and Y refers to a task type (E for easy and C for challenging).

5.5. The Effectiveness of Huffman Coding Algorithm to Compress Source Code Snapshots

Seven capturing periods are defined for this evaluation: 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 15, and 30. For each period, only snapshots which fits the period are taken from our evaluation data. When the capturing period is 5, for example, only the snapshots which timestamp difference with the first snapshot is the multiples of 5 are considered.

Table 2 shows that Huffman coding algorithm reduces about 25% total file size regardless of the capturing period; where the reduction is calculated as $1 - \frac{R}{C}$ (R refers to the file size before compression and C refers to that size after compression). Further, higher capturing period leads to smaller total file size. We would argue that setting the capturing period with 10 or 15 is acceptable since the total compressed file size is still under 3 MB (which is feasible to be collected through NetSupport for 16 participants).
Table 2. The total file size per capturing period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capturing Period</th>
<th>Total Uncompressed File Size (KB)</th>
<th>Total Compressed File Size (KB)</th>
<th>Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>35,572</td>
<td>26,663</td>
<td>25.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7111</td>
<td>5331</td>
<td>25.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3559</td>
<td>2669</td>
<td>25.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2372</td>
<td>1779</td>
<td>25.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1779</td>
<td>1335</td>
<td>24.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1423</td>
<td>1067</td>
<td>25.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1187</td>
<td>891</td>
<td>24.94%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.6. The Applicability of IC-Plag

This subsection evaluated the applicability of IC-Plag with a blackbox testing and questionnaire survey. The blackbox testing was performed by the first author of this paper. Three functionalities from IC-Plag’s student module and nine functionalities from IC-Plag’s examiner modules were checked. The testing showed that all functionalities work as expected.

A questionnaire survey was conducted at the end of data collection scenario. Twelve questions were proposed; ten of them (Q01–Q10) asked the participants’ agreement while the others (Q11 and Q12) asked about what attempts they know for either plagiarising their friend’s code or protecting their code from plagiarism on in-class individual programming assessment. Prior answering the questions, IC-Plag’s functionalities would be demonstrated first to mitigate biased perspectives.

The first ten questions should be answered with 5-points Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, and 5 = strongly agree). For each question, that scale represents the participant’s agreement toward a statement related to IC-Plag. These statements are:

- Q01: Programming workspace is convenient to use even though the student module is installed.
- Q02: Source code snapshots are collected without letting the student aware about it.
- Q03: The existence of the student module is unseen by the student.
- Q04: Compressing source code snapshots and merging them as a JAR file enables the snapshots to be transferred faster through NetSupport.
- Q05: The examiner module is easy to use.
- Q06: Adjacency-based comparison fastens the investigation of source code plagiarism.
- Q07: Adjacency-based comparison mitigates the number of false results.
- Q08: The examiner module’s output panel is illustrative as it displays the source codes based on their authors’ seating positions.
- Q09: Considering source code creation process mitigates the number of false results.
- Q10: Snapshot sequence line chart display helps examiner to collect hints indicating the plagiarist.

As seen on Figure 18, all statements are responded positively by the participants. The minimum average score for these statements (which is 3.5625 on Q01) is still higher than the threshold for neutrality (which is 3).

Q01 yields the lowest average score (3.5625 of 5) with the highest standard deviation (0.963). Further observation shows that several participants are not used with Eclipse (our programming workspace for evaluation). They prefer NetBeans as their programming workspace. Q06 and Q08, on the contrary, yield the highest average score (which is 4.5 of 5). Both of them are related to the use of seating position for investigating source code plagiarism. Hence, it can be stated that the impact of such position is the most salient for the participants. Q10 leads the lowest standard deviation (0.447) with 4.25 average score. It can be therefore stated that the participants consistently agree toward the impact of snapshot sequence line chart display.

According to the participants, three ways for plagiarising are commonly used: seeing other students’ laptop/PC screens that are faced to them, taking a photo of another student’ laptop/PC screen, and collusion (two or more students agree to complete their individual work as a group).
Since all of them can only be done when the plagiarist is located nearby with their victim, we would argue that seating position can be beneficial to provide hints about source code plagiarism.

![Q01-Q10 Survey Result](image)

**Figure 18.** Q01 to Q10 survey results. In general, all statements are responded positively; their average score is higher than 3 (neutral threshold).

To prevent their codes plagiarised, the participants enlisted three techniques: minimizing source code editor’s font, closing the source code editor once the assessment has been completed, and assuring that their laptop/PC screen cannot be seen by others. Even though these techniques may be considerably effective, it may put some inconvenience to the students as they cannot complete their work freely.

5.7. The Performance Comparison between the Plagiarists & the Victims

This section aims to check whether the plagiarists can get similar score as their victims as a result of plagiarising. To do so, for each plagiarist-victim pair, their source codes were assessed by the first author of this paper and the resulted scores are compared to each other.

As seen on Figure 19, the plagiarists achieved lower average score than the victims on most tasks; in average, it is 20.34 points lower. Hence, it can be stated that it may be rare for the plagiarists to have similar performance as the victims. However, the score gap can become smaller when the original code is either simple or has a high proportion of alphanumeric tokens. Task 2-E is an example case of it; there is no score differences since all plagiarists have successfully copied their victim’s work.

![The Performance Comparison Between The Plagiarists and The Victims](image)

**Figure 19.** The performance comparison between the plagiarists and the victims per assessment task. Vertical axis refers to the scores while horizontal axis refers to the assessment tasks. Each task is labeled as “Task X-Y” where X refers to an assessment ID and Y refers to a task type (E for easy and C for challenging).
6. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposes a mechanism to generate hints for investigating source code plagiarism and identifying the plagiarists on in-class individual programming assessment; the hints are collected from the copying behaviour. That mechanism is applied on a plagiarism detection tool called IC-Plag. According to our evaluation, six findings are concluded. Firstly, adjacency-based comparison can reduce the number of investigated code pairs by 80.87%. Secondly, source code creation process and seating position can be used to suggest plagiarism-suspected code pairs; they lead to 76.88% and at least 80.87% accuracy respectively. Thirdly, copying behaviour’ conditions taken from source code creation process can be helpful in terms of determining the plagiarists; all plagiarists’ codes on our evaluation have at least one of the conditions. Fourthly, Huffman coding algorithm can reduce about 25% total file size of the source code snapshots. Fifthly, IC-Plag may be applicable based on blackbox testing and user perspective. Lastly, in most occasions, the plagiarist always performs worse than the victim; their performance is only comparable when the victim’s code is either simple or has a high proportion of alphanumerics.

For future work, four directions are planned. Firstly, a web service can be introduced as a replacement of NetSupport for collecting the snapshots. In such manner, the snapshots can be sent periodically while the student is completing their programming assessment. Secondly, more-advanced similarity algorithms—such as the one which considers term importance or excludes boilerplate (or template) codes—can be implemented on IC-Plag for higher detection accuracy. Thirdly, for re-usability purpose, IC-Plag can be designed as a framework where some of its modules (e.g., similarity algorithm module) can be updated based on the examiner’s need. Fourthly, source code snapshots can be recorded with an existing versioning system—such as the one provided by GitHub (https://github.com/)—to enable more effective and efficient storage system.
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